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Prefoce
The essaythat follows is the first full published report on a
project originally conceived almost fffteen years ago. At that
time I was a graduate student in theoretical physics already
within sight of the end of my dissertation.A fortunate involvement with an experimental college course treating physical
sciencefor the non-scientistprovided my ffrst exposureto the
history of science.To my complete suqprise,that exposureto
out-of-date scientiffc theory and practice radically undermined
some of my basic conceptionsabout the nature of scienceand
the reasonsfor its specialsuccess.
Those conceptionswere ones I had previously drawn partly
from scientiffctraining itself and partly from a long-standing
avocational interest in the philosophy of science.Somehow,
whatever their pedagogicutility and their abstract plausibility,
thosenotionsdid not at all fft the enterprisethat historicalstudy
displayed. Yet they were and are fundamental to many diicussionsof science,and their failuresof verisimilitudetherefore
seemedthoroughly worth pursuing. The result was a drastic
shift in my_career plans, a shift from physics to history of science and then, gradually, from relatively straightforward historical problemsback to the more philosophicalconcernsthat
had initially led me to history. Except foi a few articles, this
essayis the ff-rstof my published works in which these early
concernsare dominant.In_somepart it is an attempt to explain
to myself and_to friends how I happened to be dt"*tt ito*
scienceto its history in the first place.
- Yr fi1stopportunity to pursuein depth someof the ideasset
forth below was provided by three y"atr as a
Junior Fellow of
the society of Fellows of Harvard uttiversity. without that
period of freedom ihe transition to a new ffeld of study would
have beenfar more difficult and might not have beenalhieved.
Part of
!/ time in thoseyearswas devoted to history of science
proper. In particular I continued to study the writings of AlexYll
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andre Koyr6 and ffrst encounteredthose of Emile Meyerson,
H6ldne Metzger, and AnnelieseMaier.r More clearly than most
other recent scholars,this group has shown what it was like to
think scientiffcallyin a period when the canons of scientiffc
thought were very different from those current today. Though
I increasinglyquestiona few of their particular historicalinterpretations, their works, together with A. O. Loveioy's Great
Chain of Being, have been secondonly to primary sourcematerialsin shapingmy conceptionof what the history of scientiffc
ideascan be.
Much of my time in thoseyears,however,was spent exploring fields without apparentrelation to history of sciencebut in
which researchnow disclosesproblemslike the oneshistory was
bringing to my attention. A footnote encounteredby chance
led me to the experimentsby which JeanPiagethas illuminated
both the various worlds of the growing child and the process
of transitionfrom one to the next.2One of my colleaguesset me
to reading papersin the psychologyof perception,particularly
the Gestalt psychologists;another introduced me to B. L.
Whorf's speculationsabout the effect of language on world
view; and W. V. O. Quine openedfor me the philosophical
puzzlesof the analytic-syntheticdistinction.sThat is the sort of
random exploration that the Society of Fellows permits, and
only through it could I haveencounteredLudwik Fleck'salmost
unknown monograph,Entstehung und. Entu;icklung einer usis1 Particularly infuential were Alexandre Koyr6, Etud.es Galll4ennes (8 raols.;
Paris, 1939); Emile Meyerson, Identity ard Reality, trans. Kate Loewenberg
( New York, 1980 ); H6l0ne Metzger, Lei dnarines chlmiqtns en Frarrce du illbit
du XVlle d la fin du )(Vllle stdcle (Pans, 1923), and Nerotoa, Stalil, Boeilwaoe
a Ia doailrc chimiquc (Paris, 1930); and Anneliese Maier, Db Vorhufet GaIh
("Studien zur Nahrrphilosophie der Spltscholastik";
Leis im 74. Iahrhutderf
Rome, f949).
2 Because they &splayed concepts and processesthat also emerge directly from
the history of science, two sets of Piaget's investigations proved particularly important: ihe Childs Cotrceptbn of C"ausotity, Ea"ns. Mar'j,orie Cibain (Loidoru
(Paris, f946).
1930), and Les rwtions de moutsement et de oltesse clvzfenlont
8 Whorfs papers have since been collected by
B.
Langtnge,
Carroll,
John
(New-Yoik,
Thouglt, atd, Realitg-Seleaed
Lee Wlwt
Wfitings of Beniaiin
f 956). Quine has presented his views in "Two Dogmas of Empiricisrn," reprinted
in his From a Logical Pokrt ol Viruu: (Cambridge, Mass., l95g), pp. 20-,1O.
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settsclwftlichen Tatsache (Basel, 1935), an essay that antici-

ences to either these works or conversationsbelow, I am
debted to them in more ways than I can now reconstruct or
evaluate.
During my last year as a Junior Fellow, an invitation to lecture for the Lowell Institute in Boston provided a first chance
to try out my still developing notion of science.The result was
a seriesof eight publie lectures,deliveredduring March, 1951,
on "The Quest for PhysicalTheory." h the next year I began
to teach history of scienceproper, and for almost a decadethe
problems of instructing in a field I had never systematically
studied left little time for explicit articulation of the ideas that
had first brought me to it. Fortunately, however, those ideas
proved a sourceof implicit orientation and of some problemstructure for much of my more advancedteaching.I therefore
have my studentsto thank for invaluable lessonsboth about
the viability of my views and about the techniquesappropriate
to their effectivecommunieation.The sameproblemsand orientation give unity to most of the dominantly historical, and apparently diverse,studiesI have published since the end of my
fellowship. Severalof them deal with the integral part played
by one or another metaphysic in creative scientific research.
Others examinethe way in which the experimentalbasesof a
new theoryarc accumulatedand assimilated
by men committed
to an incompatibleolder theory. In the processthey describe
the type of developmentthat I have below called the "emergence"of a new theory or discovery.There are other such ties
besides.
The ffnal stage in the development of this essay began
with an invitation to spend the yeir 1958-59 at the cinter for
Advancedstudiesin the Behavioralsciences.once again I was
able to give undivided attention to the problems discussed
below.Even more important,spendingthe year in a community
tx
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composed predominantly of social scientists confronted me
with unanticipated problems about the differences between
such communities and those of the natural scientists among
whom I had been trained. Particularly, I was struck by the
number and extent of the overt disagreementsbetween social
scientistsabout the nature of legitimatescientificproblemsand
methods.Both history and acquaintancemade me doubt that
practitioners of the natural sciencespossessfirmer or more
perm_anentanswersto such questions than their colleaguesin
socialscience.Yet, somehow,the practiceof astronomy,physics,
chemistry, or biology normally fails to evoke the controversies

time provide model problems and solutions to a community of
practitioners. Onee that piece of my puzzle fell into place, a
draft of this essayemergedrapidly.
The subsequenthistory of that draft need not be recounted
here, but a few words must be said about the form that it has
preservedthrough revisions.Until a ffrst versionhad been com-

much indebted to them, particularly to Charles Morris, for
wielding the essentialgoad and for advising me about the

an essayrather than the full-scale book my subiect will ultimately demand.
Sincemy most fundamentalobiective is to urge a changein
x
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the perception and evaluationof familiar data, the schematic
characterof this first presentationneed be no drawback. On the
contrary,readerswhoseown researchhaspreparedthem for the
sort of reorientationhere advocatedmay find the essayform
both more suggestiveand easierto assimilate.But it has disadvantagesas well, and thesemay iustify ^y illustrating at the
very start the sorts of extensionin both scopeand depth that I
hope ultimately to include in a longer version.Far more historical evidenceis available than I have had spaceto exploit below.
Furthermore, that evidencecomesfrom the history of biological
as well as of physical science.My decisionto deal here exclusively with the latter was made partly to increasethis essay's
coherenceand partly on grounds of present competence.In
addition, the view of scienceto be developedhere suggeststhe
potential fruitfulness of a number of new sortsof research,both
historical and sociological.For example,the manner in which
anomalies,or violations of expectation, attract the increasing
attention of a scientiffc community needs detailed study, as
does the emergenceof the crises that may be induced by repeatedfailure to make an anomalyconform. Or again, if I am
right that eachscientific revolution alters the historical perspective of the community that experiencesit, then that change of
perspective should afrect the structure of postrevolutionary
textbooksand researchpublications. One such effect-a shift in
the distribution of the technical literature cited in the footnotes
to researchreports-ought to be studied as a possibleindex to
the occurrenceof revolutions.
The needfor drasticcondensationhas alsoforced me to forego discussionof a number of maior problems. My distinction
betweenthe pre- and the post-paradigmperiodsin the development of a scienceis, for example,much too schematic.Each of
the schoolswhose competition characterizesthe earlier period
is guided by somethingmuch like a paradigm;there are circumstances,though I think them rare, under which two paradigms
can coexistpeacefully in the later period. Mere possessionof a
paradigm is not quite a sufficient criterion for the developmental transition discussedin SectionII. More important, exxl
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cept in occasionalbrief asides,I have said nothing about the
role of technological advance or of external social, economic,
and intellectual conditions in the development of the sciences.
One need, however, look no further than Copernicus and the
calendarto discoverthat external conditions may help to transform a mere anomaly into a source of acute crisis. The same
examplewould illustrate the way in which conditions outside
the sciencesmay influencethe range of alternativesavailable to
the man who seeksto end a crisis by proposing one or another
revolutionary reform.r Explicit consideration of effects like
these would not, I think, modify the main thesesdeveloped in
this essay,but it would zurely add an analytic dimension of
ffrst-rateimportancefor the understandingof scientific advance.
Finally, and perhaps most important of all, limitations of
spacehave drastically affected my treatment of the philosophical implications of this essay'shistorically oriented view of
science.Clearly, there are such implications, and I have tried
both to point out and to document the main ones.But in doing
so I have usually refrained from detailed discussion of the
various positions taken by contemporary philosophers on the
correspondingissues.Where I have indicated skepticism,it has
more often been directed to a philosophical attitude than to
any one of its fully articulated expressions.As a result, someof
thosewho know and work within one of trhosearticulated positions may feel that I have missedtheir point. I think they will
be wrong, but this essayis not calculated to convince them. To
attempt that would have required a far longer and very different
sort of book.
The autobiographical fragments with which this preface
r Thesefactorsare discussedin T. S. Kuhn, The CopemlcanReoohnbn:Phtpy AfiotwmV
Astronomgin the Deoelopment_of
tury
Deoelopment of Westen
Western firougl*
flwugl* (Cambridge, Mass.,
Other effectsof external intellectual and-economic
1957), pp. 12?-32, 27|.l-^71.
condiuorxr upon
upon substantive
cundifio-ni
condiuons
substaDtive scientiffc
development
ruusrated in
evelopment are
are illusEated
illustrated
scieDtrtrc development
my Daners.
in mv
mv
DaDers.
Dalrers.

"Consenratioln of Energy as an Example
Simultaneous Discovery,"
rle of Simultaneous
Discovery," er*;bol
er*;/lcol
koblems
the Hfrtory
koblemt ln
lnthe
HMor{'olof Science,
Science, ed.
Marshall Clagett
Madison,
ed.-trlarshall
Clagett ((Madison,liris.,
lg59),
"Engineering kecedent
pp. 821-5-6;
821-56; "E-ngineering
Precedent for the Work o{
o[ Sadi Carnot,'
Carnot," Archloes l*
'Sadi
tenatUnules thi*oire d,asccbtwes, XIII ( 1960), 247-5li and
Carnot and

the CagnardEngine," Isis, LII ( 196l ), 567:l4.It is, therefore,only with lespect
to the problens iliscussedin tl'is essaythat I take the role of externil factors t6 be
rninor.
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opens will serve to acknowledgewhat I can recognize of my
main debt both to the works of scholarship and to the instihrtions that have helped give form to my thought. the remainder
of that debt I shall try to dischargeby citation in the pagesthat
follow. Nothing said above or below, however, will more than
hint at the number and nature of my personalobligationsto the
many individuals whose suggestionsand criticisms have at one
time or another sustainedand directed my intellectual development. Too much time has elapsedsince the ideas in this essay
began to take shape; a list of all those who may properly ffnd
some signs of their infuence in its pageswould be almost coextensivewith a list of my friends and acquaintances.Under
the circumstances,I must restrict myseUto the few most significant infuences that even a faulty memory will never entirely
suPPress.
It was |ames B. Conant, trhenpresident of Harvard University, who ffrst introduced me to the history of scienceand thus
initiated the transformation in my conception of the nature of
scientiffc advance.Ever since that processbegan, he has been
generousof his ideas, criticisms, and time-including the time
required to read and suggestimportant changesin the draft of
my manuscript. Leonard K. Nash, with whom for ffve years I
taught the historically oriented c€urse that Dr. Conant had
started, was an even more active collaborator during the years
when my ideas ffrst began to take shape,and he has been much
missedduring the later stagesof their development.Fortunately, however, after my departure from Cambridge, his place as
creative soundingboard and more was assumedby my Berkeley
colleague, Stanley Cavell. That Cavell, a philosopher mainly
concernedwith ethics and aesthetics,should have reachedconclusions quite so congruent to my own has been a constant
sourceof stimulation and enoouragementto me. He is, furthermore, the only person with whom I have ever been able to explore my ideas in incomplete sentences.That mode of communication attests an understanding that has enabled him to
point me the way through or around severalmaior barriers encourtered while preparing my first manuscript.
xill
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Since that version was drafted, many other friends have
helped with its reformulation. They will, I think, forgive me if
I name only the four whose contributions proved most farreachingand decisive:Paul K. Feyerabendof Berkeley,Ernest
Nagel of Columbia,H. PierreNoyesof the LawrenceRadiation
Laborator/, and my student,John L. Heilbron, who has often
worked closelywith me in preparing a ffnal versionfor the press.
I have found all their reservationsand suggestionsextremely
helpful, but I have no reasonto believe (and somereasonto
doubt) that either they or the othersmentioned above approve
in its entirety the manuscriptthat results.
My ffnal acknowledgments,
to my parents,wife, and children,
must be of a rather different sort. In ways which I shall probably be the last to recognize,eachof them, too, has contributed
intellectualingredientsto my work. But they havealso,in varying degrees,done somethingmore important. They have, that
is, let it go on and evenencouragedmy devotionto it. Anyone
who haswrestledwith a project like mine will recognizewhat it
has occasionallycost them. I do not know how to give them
thanks.
T. S. K.
lBxlrrr.gv, Cer.rronxr.l
February 1962
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A Rolefor History
l. Introduclion;

from which eachnew scientiffcgenerationleams to practice its
trade. Inevitably, however, the aim of such books is persuasive
and pedagogc; a concept of science drawn fiom them is no
more likely to fft the enteqprisethat produced them than an
image of a national culture drawn from a tourist brochure or a
language text. This essayattempts to show that we have been
misled by them in fundamental ways. Its aim is a sketchof the
quite different concept of science that can emerge from the
historical record of the researchactivity itseU.
Even from history, however, trhat new concept will not be
forthcoming if historical data continue to be sought and scrutinized mainly to answer questions posed by the unhistorical
stereotype drawn from science texts. Those texts have, for
example,often seemedto imply that the content of scienceis
uniquely exemplified by the observations,laws, and theories
described in their pages.Almost as regularly, the same books
have been read as saying that scientific methods are simply the
onesillustrated by the manipulative techniquesused in gathering textbook data, together with the logical operations employed when relating those data to the textbook's theoretical
generalizations.The result has been a concept of sciencewith
profound implications about its nature and development.
If scienceis the constellationof facts, theories,and methods
collected in current texts, then scientistsare the men who, successfully or not, have striven to contribute one or another element to that particular cunstellation.Scientiffcdevelopmentbecomes the piecemealprocessby which these items have been
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added,singly and in combination,to the ever growing stockpile
that constitutesscientifictechnique and knowledge.And history
of science becomes the discipline that chronicles both these
successiveincrements and the obstaclesthat have inhibited
their accumulation.Concernedwith scientiffcdevelopment,the
historian then appearsto have two main tasks.On the one hand,
he must determineby what man and at what point in time each
contemporaryscientiffcfact, law, and theory was discoveredor
invented. On the other, he must deseribeand explain the congeries of error, myth, and superstition that have inhibited the
more rapid accumulation of the constituents of the modern
sciencetext. Much researchhasbeendirectedto theseends,and
somestill is.
In recent years, however, a few historians of science have
been finding it more and more difficult to fulffl the functions
assignsto
that the concept of development-by-accumulation
them. As chroniclers of an incremental proctss, they discover
that additional researchmakesit harder, not easier,to answer
questionslike: When was oxygen discovered?Who first conceived of energy conservation?Increasingly,a few of them suspect that these are simply the wrong sorts of questionsto ask.
Perhapssciencedoesnot developby the accumulationof individual discoveriesand inventions.Simultaneously,these same
historians confront growing difffculties in distinguishing the
"scientific"componentof past observationand belief from what
their predecessorshad readily labeled "elTor" and "superstition." The more carefullythey study, say,Aristoteliandynamics,
phlogistic chemistry, or caloric thermodynamics,the more certain they feel that thoseonce current views of nature were, as a
whole, neither less scientific nor more the product of human
idiosyncrasythan those current today. If theseout-of-datebeliefs are to be called myths, then myths can be produced by the
samesorts of methodsand held for the samesorts of reasons
that now lead to scientific knowledge.If, on the other hand,
they trre to be called science,then sciencehas included bodies
of belief quite incompatiblewith the oneswe hold today. Given
thesealternatives,the historian must choosethe latter. Out-of-
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lnlroduction:
date theoriesare not in principleunscientificbecaurytley have
been discarded.That c[oice, however,makesit difficult to see
scientificdevelopmentas a Processof accretion.The samehistorical researchthat displays the difficulties in isolating individual inventions and discoveriesgives ground for profound
doubts about the cumulativeprocessthrough which theseindividual contributionsto sciencewere thoughtto havebeencompounded.
The result of all these doubts and difficulties is a historiothough one that js
graphic revolution in the study of scie_nce,
ititl i.t its early stages.Gradually, and often without entirely
realizing they are doing so,historiansof sciencehav-eb-egunto
asknew-sortsof questionsand to tracedifferent,and often less
than cumulative, developmentallines for the sciences.Rather
than seekingthe Permanentcontributionsof an older scienceto
dur presentvantage,they attempt to display the historical integrily of that sciencein its own time. They ask, for -example,
no"t a'bout the relation of Galileo'sviews to those of modern
science,but rather about the relationshipbetweenhis viewsand
and immethoseof his group,i.e.,his teachers,contemporaries,
diate srrccesiotsin the sciences.Furthermore,they insist uPon
other similar onesfrom
studying the opinionsof that grouP
""qfrom that of modern scivery difierent
ttte
"ieripointlusually
ence-th at givesthose opinions th e m aximum internal-cnherp-Bglland the clJsestpossiblefit to nature. Seenthrough the works
that result, worfs perhapsbest exemplifiedin the writings of
the same
Ale&pdre_K'g6, icience does not seem altogether
older
historioin
the
writers
by
discussed
one
tie
as
enteryrise
historical
these
least,
at
implication,
By
tradition.
g.uplii"
Jt,tii"r suggestthe possibility of a new image of science.This
essayaims"fodelineatethat image by making explicit someof
implications.
the new historiography's
What aspectsof science will emerge !o prgminence in the
courseof this eflort? First, at least in order of presentation,is
theinsufficiencyof qtrSgdgJ-o-g,ry-e$g9S!ry9t-bythemselves,to
.+---L

a*-*'

--''"Y_'

conclusion to many sorts of sciendic@stantive
tific questionJ. Instructed to examine electrical or chemical Ph"-
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nomena,the man who is ignorant of theseffeldsbut who knows
what it is to be scientiftc may legitimately reach any one of a
number
of incompatible conclusions.Among those legitimate
,
possibilities,
the particular conclusionshe does arrive at are
J
probably
determined
by his prior experiencein other ffelds, by
/
I the accidents of his investigation, and by his own individual
makeup. What beliefs about the stars, for example, does he
bring to the study of chemistry or electricity? Which of the
many conceivableexperimentsrelevant to the new ffeld doeshe
elect to perform ffrstPAnd what aspectsof the complexphenomenon that then results strike him as particularly relevant to an
elucidation of the nature of chemical change or of electrical
affinity? For the individual, at least, and sometimesfor the
scientific community as well, answersto questionslike theseare
i of scientiffcdevelopment.We shall
rn II that the early developmental
re been characterizedby continual
ber of distinct views of nature,each
rll roughly compatiblewith, the dicrn and method. What differentiated
thesevarious schoolswas not one or anotherfailure of methodthey were all "scientiffc"-but what we shall come to call their
incommensurableways of seeing the world and of practicing
sciencein it. Observationand experiencecan and must drastically restrict the range of admissiblescientiftcbelief, elsethere
would be no science.But they cannot alone determine a particular bo_dyof such belief. An apparently arbitrary element,
compounded of_personal and historical accident, ii always a
formative ingredient of the beliefs espousedby . given scientific community at a given time.
That elementof arbitrarinessdoesnot, however,indicatethat
any scientiffcgroup could practiceits trade without someset of
received beliefs. Nor does it make less consequentialthe particular constellation to which the group, at a given time, ii in
fact committed. Effective reseatch scarcely Legins before a
scientific community thinks it has acquired ffrm answers to
questionslike the following: What are the fundamental entities
1
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of which the universeis composed?How do theseinteract with
What questionsmay legitimateeachother and with the senses?
ly be askedabout such entities and what techniquesemployed
in seeking solutions?At least in the mature sciences'answers
(or full iubstitutes for answers) to questionslike these are
ffrmly embeddedin the educationalinitiation that preparesand
Iicenies the student for professionalpractice. Becausethat edu-

historic origins and, occasionally,in their subsequentdevelopment.
Yet that elementof arbitrarinessis present,and it too has an
important effect on scientificdevelopment,one which will be
examined in detail in SectionsVI, VII, and VI[. Normal sci-

novelties becausethey are necessarilysubversive of its basic
commitments.Nevertheless,so long as those commitmentsretain an element of the arbitrary, the very nature of normal research ensuresthat novelty shall not be suPPressedfor very
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to perform in the anticipated manner, revealing an anomaly
that cannot, despite repeated effort, be aligned with professional expectation.In these and other ways besides,normal
sciencerepeatedlygoesastray.And when it does-when, that is,
the professioncan no longer evadeanomaliesthat subvertthe
existingtradition of scientificpractice-then begin the extraordinary investigations
that lead the professionat last to a new set
of commitments,a new basisfor the practice of science.The
extraordinaryepisodesin which that shift of professionalcommitments occursare the onesknown in this essavas scientific
revolutions.They are the tradition-shatteringcomplementsto
the tradition-boundactivity of normal science]
The most obviousexamplesof scientificrevolutionsare those
famousepisodesin scientiftcdevelopmentthat have often been
labeled revelutions before. Therefore, in SectionsIX and X,
where the nature of scientificrevolutionsis ffrst directly scrutinized, we shall deal repeatedlywith the major turning points in
scientificdevelopmentassociatedwith the namesof Copernicus,
Newton, Lavoisier,and Einstein. More clearly than most other
episodesin the histoqy of at least the physical sciences,these
display what all scientiftcrevolutionsare about. Each of them
necessitatedthe community's rejection of one time-honored
scientifictheory in favor of another incompatiblewith it. Each
produceda consequentshift in the problemsavailablefor scientiffc scrutiny and in the standardsby which the professiondetermined what should count as an admissibleproblem or as a
Iegitimate problem-solution.And each transformedthe scientific imagination in ways that we shall ultimately need to describe as a transformationof the world within which scientific
work was done. Such changes,together with the controversies
that almostalwaysaccompanythem, are the deffningcharacteristicsof scientiftcrevolutions.
These characteristicsemerge with particular clarity from a
study of, say, the Newtonian or the chemicalrevolution. It is,
however,a fundamentalthesisof this essaythat they can also
be retrieved from the study of many other episodesthat were
not so obviouslyrevolutionary.For the far smallerprofessional
6
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an isolatedevent.
only scientiftcevents
that have revolutionary impact upon the specialistsin whose
domain they occur. The commitments that govern normal science specify not only what sorts of entities the universe does
contain,but also,by implication, those that it doesnot. It follows, though the point will require extendeddiscussion,that a
discoverylike that of oxygenor X-rays doesnot simply add one
more item to the populatibn of the scientist'sworld. Ultimately
it has that efiect, but not until the professionalcommunity has
re-evaluated traditional experimental procedures, altered its
conceptionof entities with which it has long been familiar, and,
in the process,shifted the network of theory through which it
dealswith the world. Scientiffcfact and theory arcnot categorically separable,except perhapswithin a single tradition of normal-scientiffcpractice. That is why the unexpecteddiscoveryis
not simply factual in its import and why the scientist'sworld is
qualitatively transformed as well as quantitatively enriched by
fundamental noveltiesof either fact or theory.
This extended conception of the nature of scientiffc revolutions is the one delineated in the pagesthat follow. Admittedly
the extensionstrainsctrstomaryusage.Nevertheless,I shall conNor are new inventions
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tinue to speakeven of discoveriesas revolutionary, becauseit is
iust the pbssibilityof relating their structureto that of, say,the
Copernican revolution that makes the extended conception
seem to me so important. The preceding discussionindicates
how the complementarynotionsbf normal scienceand of scien-

revolutionary competition between the proponents of the old
normal-scientifictradition and the adherentsof the new one. It

mies is available to suggestthat it cannot properly do so. Hist_ory,we too often say, is a purely descriptive discipline. The
theses suggestedabove are, however, often interpietive and

8
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tion.' Can anything more than profound confusionbe indicated
by this admixture of diverseffelds and concerns?
Having been weaned intellectually on these distinctions and
others[k1 them, I could scarcelybe more aware of their impor!
and force. For many yearsI took them to be about the nature of
knowledge, and I ;till suPPosethat, appropriately recast, they
have ronr'"thitrgimportattt to tell us. Yet my attempts to apply
them, even grooi mado, to the actual situations in which
knowledgeis gained,accepted,and assimilatedhavemade them
seemextraordinarily problematic.Rather than being elementary
logical or methodological distinctions, which would thus be
priot to the analysis of scientific knowledge, they now t"9m
integral parts of a traditional set of substantiveanswersto the
very q,restionsupon which they have been deployed. That_circularily doesnot at all invalidate them. But it doesmake them
parts of a theory and, by doing so, subiectsthem to the same
icrutiny regularly applied to theoriesin other fields. If they are
to have more than pure abstraction as trheir content, then that
content must be discoveredby observingthem in application to
the data they are meant to elucidate. How could history of
sciencefail to be a sourceof phenomenato which theoriesabout
knowledgemay legitimately be askedto apply?

ll. The Route lo Normol Science
In this essay,'normal science'meansresearchfirmly based
upon one or more past scientific achievements,achievements
that someparticular scientific community acknowledgesfor a
time as supplyingthe foundationfor its further practice.Today
such achievementsare recounted,though seldomin their original form, by science textbooks, elementary and advanced.
Thesetextbooksexpoundthe body of acceptedtheory, illustrate
many or all of its successfulapplications,and compare these
applicationswith exemplaryobservationsand experiments.Before suchbooksbecamepopular early in the nineteenthcentury
( and until even more recently in the newly matured sciences
),
many of the famousclassicsof sciencefulfflled a similar function. Aristotle's Physica, Ptolemy's Alrnagest,Newton's Principia and Opticks, Franklin's Electricity, Lavoisier'sChemistry,
and Lyell's Geolagy-theseand many other works servedfor a
time implicitly to define the legitimate problemsand methods
of a researchfteld for succeedinggenerationsof practitioners.
They were able to do sobecausethey sharedtwo essentialcharacteristics.Their achievementwassufficientlyunprecedentedto
attract an enduring group of adherentsaway from competing
modes of scientific activity. Simultaneously,it was sufficiently
open-endedto leave all sorts of problems for the redefined
group of practitionersto resolve.
Achievementsthat share these two characteristicsI shall
henceforthrefer to as'paradigms,'aterm that relatescloselyto
'normal
science.'Bychoosingit, I mean to suggestthat some
acceptedexamplesof actualscientificpractice-exampleswhich
include law, theory,application,and instrumentationtogetherprovide modelsfrom which springparticular coherenttraditions
of scientific research.These are the traditions which the historiandescribesundersuchrubricsas'Ptolemaicastronomy'(or
'Copernic"r'),'Aristotelian
dynamics'(or'Newtonian'),'corpuscularoptics'(or'wave optics'),and so on. The study of
l0
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